In 1998 Bulanov et al. [Phys. Rev. E 58, R5257 (1998)] proposed a novel scheme for the production of high-quality electron beams in laser wakefield acceleration in which a controlled longitudinal nonlinear wave breaking is induced by a tailored electron density profile. This proposal was supported by both analytical and numerical results in a spatially one-dimensional configuration. In this paper we present results of a particle-in-cell simulation, two-dimensional in space and three-dimensional in the fields, of the interaction of an ultraintense laser pulse with a preformed plasma where the electron density decreases steeply from a first to a second plateau. We show that in our regime two-dimensional effects play a relevant role, allowing the production of well collimated, short and almost monochromatic electron beam. Remarkably low values of transverse and longitudinal normalized beam emittance tr rms 9 10 ÿ2 mm mrad and lon rms 2 mm keV are obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
Laser produced plasmas are presently considered as very interesting media where charged particles can be accelerated for various applications. The electron bunches produced so far by the interaction of superintense and ultrashort laser pulses with plasmas, e.g., via laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) [1] or self-modulated LWFA [2] , are characterized by an almost 100% energy spread [3] [4] [5] . However, in most applications of laser-plasma produced electron bunches (e.g., in the electron injection in a particle accelerator [6] or in the tunable x-ray sources based on the Thomson scattering of an intense laser beam impinging on energetic electron bunches [7, 8] ), a reduced energy spread and a low transverse emittance of the beam are required. For this reason several teams are presently investigating, with theoretical and experimental approaches, different possibilities of reducing energy spread and beam emittance [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Adjusting the plasma density distribution so as to optimize the acceleration of an electron beam in a LWFA has been suggested and used on several occasions. The techniques proposed so far range from pulse guiding in preformed channels [14] , to pulse front steepening using thin foils [15] , to compensate the accelerated particle dephasing in the so-called unlimited acceleration scheme [16] and, finally, to particle injection into the pulse wakefield. Wave breaking induced by plasma inhomogeneity was proposed in Ref. [9] as a means of controlled electron injection in the wakefield of a single laser pulse. This scheme has been investigated analytically and numerically in Ref. [9] in a one-dimensional (1D) model: the wave breaking is induced by the propagation of a laser pulse in a preformed plasma with a decreasing density at the interface between two uniform regions (see also Ref. [10] ), where the local decrease of the wake phase speed induces the breaking of a relatively small portion of the wake. Recently, Suk et al. have published a paper presenting 2D simulations in a LWFA regime with sharp density transition in tapered plasma channels [17] . In that paper the authors focused on the improvement of the final electron beam maximum energy by introducing a suitable slow increase of the longitudinal density profile after the density transition (i.e., inside the acceleration region).
In this paper we extend the analysis of the controlled injection scheme proposed in Ref. [9] by performing twodimensional in space and three-dimensional in the fields (2.5D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations of the interaction between the preformed plasma and the ultrashort laser pulse. This allows us to take into account 2D effects that can enable an antagonist mechanism of wave breaking (i.e., transverse wave breaking [13, [18] [19] [20] ). In addition, we consider a different regime of longitudinal wave breaking, i.e., one in which the density transition scale length L is shorter than the plasma wavelength p (sharp transition). We show that, with appropriate setup parameters, 2D effects do not destroy the longitudinal wavebreaking mechanism of electron injection, allowing the production of energetic electron bunches with remarkable beam quality. This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II the process of nonlinear wave breaking of Langmuir waves in 1D plasmas with inhomogeneous density is considered. In Sec. III we present the results of 2.5D particle-in-cell simulations of the interaction between an ultrashort laser pulse and a preformed plasma with a sharp density depletion. The injection of a thin bunch of particles in the accelerating phase of the Langmuir wave and its subsequent acceleration up to energies of several MeV's will be clearly identified and the production of an electron bunch with a good beam quality will be shown. Section IV will be devoted to a discussion of the numerical results.
II. WAVE BREAKING DUE TO A DENSITY DECREASE
The 1D plasma wave dynamics in the nonlinear regime can be easily described in Lagrangian coordinates in the case where the electron quiver velocity v q is nonrelativistic [21, 22] . The Euler coordinate z is related to the Lagrange coordinate z 0 through the relationship z z 0 z 0 ; t. If q v q =c 1, the equation of motion in Lagrange coordinates of the single electrons in the plasma wave is linear in the electron displacement z 0 ; t which can be written as z 0 ; t m coskz 0 ÿ ! pe t, where k is the plasma wave number and ! pe 4n e e 2 =m e 1=2 is the local plasma frequency which depends on the local electron density n e . Here m e and e are the electron mass and charge, respectively.
Let us consider an electron plasma wave excited by an ultrashort laser pulse of wavelength l and pulse duration < 2=! pe . Let n c =r e 2 l be the plasma critical density at the laser wavelength, with r e e 2 =m e c 2 the classical electron radius, and let us suppose that the electron density is homogeneous and much smaller than the critical density (n e =n c 1). In this case the plasma wave phase velocity v ph is equal to the group velocity of the laser pulse v gl and they can be approximately expressed as v ph =c ph ' 1 ÿ n e =2n c & 1. The plasma wavelength is then p 2=k 2v ph =! pe ' l n c =n e p . By solving the equation of motion of the electrons in Lagrangian coordinates and by performing a change of variables from Lagrange to Euler coordinates [22] an exact expression of the electric field of the (cold and 1D) plasma wave in a nonrelativistic quiver motion can be obtained:
where J m is the Bessel function of the first kind and m can be estimated from the amplitude of the quiver momentum p m :
In a 1D plasma, wave breaking occurs when the quiver velocity of the electrons in the Langmuir wave becomes equal to the phase velocity v ph ! p =k of the wave [23] , i.e., when the Jacobian Jz 0 ; t j@ z 0 zj j1 @ z 0 m j of the transformation from the Euler to Lagrangian coordinates vanishes. In a cold 1D plasma with nonrelativistic electron quivering, the wave breaking takes place when k m 1. Let us first recall the case considered in Ref. [9] of a plasma wave excited in a weakly inhomogeneous background density, with a profile consisting of two homogeneous regions with a transition characterized by a scale length L larger than the wavelength of the plasma wave. If the plasma density decreases in the direction of the pulse propagation, the wave number k increases with time and the very simple relation
holds. The resulting decrease of the phase velocity at the interface between the two uniform density regions makes the wave break, even when its initial amplitude is below the wave-breaking threshold. As a result of the breaking at the interface between the two regions, fast electrons from the wave crest are trapped by the wave and are preaccelerated into the lower density region where the wakefield remains regular. An energy balance argument shows [9] that in this weakly inhomogeneous case the relative density of fast electrons is approximately given by the ratio v ph =! pe L where ! pe is the plasma frequency at the interface and L its inhomogeneity length. In the actual 3D geometry an additional breaking mechanism arises from the dependence of the wakefield frequency on its amplitude, in the case of laser pulses approaching relativistical intensities. The resulting increase of the longitudinal wave number at the periphery of the laser pulse path, where the amplitude of the wakefield is smallest, bends the constant phase surfaces of the wake in a characteristic horseshoe shape [24] . This bending eventually leads to a wave breaking in the direction perpendicular to that of the pulse propagation, as discussed in Refs. [18, 19, 20] . This breaking regime can accelerate particles, although in an uncontrolled way, and causes a significant transverse spread of the momenta of the accelerated electrons even in the case of a transversally wide laser pulse. As a result, in order to exploit the longitudinal wave-breaking mechanism to obtain controlled electron trapping in a 3D geometry, the effects of transverse breaking of the Langmuir wave must be made negligible, i.e., the number of crests behind the pulse not involved in transverse breaking must be large [19] .
III. 2.5D NUMERICAL RESULTS
A preformed plasma consisting of two quasiuniform regions with a sharp transition can be realized by exploding two properly shaped foils. Hydrodynamic simulations performed with the POLLUX code [25] indicate that tailored plasma density profiles can be realized with a target consisting of two plastic foils with different thickness and heated by a suitable pulse with duration ranging from picoseconds to nanoseconds, depending on the desired acceleration length and transition scale length [26] .
We have investigated the interaction of the laser pulse with such a preformed plasma, the LWFA process and the controlled injection of particles in the acceleration phase of the wakefield with 2.5D PIC simulations. We adopted a PIC code, developed by Ruhl [27] , which runs on 16 processors of a SP4 supercomputer at CINECA [28] .
3) was initialized in vacuum and impinged onto the preformed plasma. We denote the longitudinal and transverse coordinates with respect to the pulse propagation direction by z and y, respectively. After a smooth vacuum-plasma transition, the longitudinal pro- The laser pulse waist w and intensity I are chosen in order to inhibit uncontrolled trapping of particles: transverse wave breaking in the homogeneous regions has been controlled by choosing both a large waist size and a relatively low pulse intensity [18, 19] ; in addition the square of the normalized amplitude a 2 0 of the laser pulse is well below the Lorentz factor of the Langmuir phase speed ph ' n c =n e 1=2 so that relativistic trapping does not occur [29] .
The results of the simulation confirm that bunches of particles are injected in the acceleration phase of the Langmuir wave via controlled longitudinal breaking of a portion of the wave at the interface between regions I and II. At time t 190 fs a regular Langmuir wave is generated inside the first plateau [see Fig. 1(a) ]. The phase-space plot [ Fig. 1(b) ] shows that no particle has been injected at the vacuum-plasma transition, i.e., the density profile is smooth enough to inhibit transverse wave breaking at the interface vacuum plasma (see, e.g., [13] ). The maximum longitudinal momentum of the electrons of the wake inside zone I is p m 0:4mc, i.e., the motion of the electrons is nonrelativistic and we can apply Eq. (2) (1) and (2)] with m 0:46 m, p 7:24 m. We note immediately that since k m 0:4, the longitudinal speed of the electrons in the wake is a fraction of the phase speed of the wake and the wakefield is far from nonlinear wave breaking.
At time t 250 fs (Fig. 2 ) the pulse is well inside the second plateau. At this time a thin bunch of injected particles is visible in the density map at the interface between zone I and zone II [see Figs. 2(a) -2(c) ]. The injected particles can be clearly identified in the longitudinal phase-space plot [see Fig. 2(c)] . A cut of the transverse phase plot in the range 52 m < z < 55 m [ Fig. 2(d) ] shows that almost all the particles of the wake lying in a thin region of longitudinal and transverse size about 4 m 20 m and having momentum above 0:3mc have been injected in the accelerating phase (i.e., in a region with negative electric field) due to nonlinear wave breaking. Moreover, the injected particles experience a focusing transverse electric field (not shown here) and are suddenly focused into a spot with transverse size of few microns.
At a later time t 320 fs (Fig. 3 ) the accelerated electron bunch has been focused into a bullet with a transverse size of about 1 m. Also a second bunch of particles has been injected by the breaking of the crest of the wave behind the first bunch. A new crest is about to break at the density transition.
At the final time of our simulation t 510 fs (Fig. 4 ) the electron density map shows interesting features due to 2D effects. The wake just behind the pulse has a relatively high amplitude and exhibits a cusplike structure at the symmetry axis. Such an ''inverted curvature'' cannot be attributed to transverse wave breaking. In fact, the computation of the number of crests behind the pulse not broken transversally (see Eq. [5] in Ref. [19] ) shows that transverse wave breaking occurs at the crests several hundred microns away from the pulse. Actually, the most probable mechanism for the production of the inverted curvature is the excitation of a secondary wave by the train of the accelerated particles [30] . Such 2D effects are responsible for the wave damping away from the laser pulse [see Fig. 4(c) ]. It is interesting to note that region I is not involved in the wave damping, just because no fast particle has been generated inside it.
At the same simulation time the first electron bunch appears as a well localized bullet of N e 1 10 8 particles with an energy of about 10 MeV, located in a focusing and accelerating region of the wake [see Figs. 4(a) and 4(c)]. The longitudinal phase-space plot shows that almost all the particles lie in the region of maximum accelerating force so that the bunch is still far from the defocusing limit and can still be accelerated further efficiently. The second bunch has very different characteristics, being much more distributed in both momentum and position. Moreover, the electric field experienced by the second bunch is about one-half of that accelerating the first bunch, so that the energy gap between the two bunches increases with time. We observe that these circumstances enable the possibility of selecting the first bunch simply by using a bending magnet.
The produced electron bunch is characterized by an excellent beam quality, both longitudinally and transversally. The transverse phase-space plot [see Fig. 4(b) ] shows that the transverse momentum of the particles is limited to p y 1:5mc and that the spatial distribution is confined into a region of transverse size r 1 m. The normalized rms transverse emittance tr rms gives a measure of the transverse size of the phase-space plot and it can be evaluated by computing an ensemble mean h i of single momentum p consists of a sharp peak centered at E 10 MeV (the selected electron bunch, with full width at half maximum E FWHM 0:5 MeV, i.e., with a relative energy spread E FWHM =E 5%), a second peak centered at E 5 MeV (the second bunch), and a background distribution. 
IV. COMMENTS
We have investigated the process of generation and breaking of Langmuir waves in a preformed plasma consisting of two contiguous plateaus of decreasing density using 2.5D PIC simulations. The results of the simulation reported in this paper are fully compatible with the scenario of longitudinal wave breaking of a nonlinear wakefield in which the electrons oscillate nonrelativistically.
A thin packet of particles is captured by a partial longitudinal breaking of the first crest at the density transition and is injected into the accelerating phase of the wakefield in the second plateau. These particles are then focused into a bullet with transverse size about 1 m and are further accelerated. A second bunch is injected by the breaking of the second crest and experiences both accelerating and focusing forces that are about one-half of those acting on the first bunch. The strong reduction of the electric field of the wake with the distance from the laser pulse is likely to be due to the effect of the secondary wake generated by the trapped particles. This scenario is supported by the presence of an inverted curvature in the wave crests [30] . As a result, 2D effects enable the production of bunches with low longitudinal emittance since they allow the separation of the first bunch from the remaining components of the emitted electrons simply by using a bending magnet.
After selecting the electrons with energy exceeding 7 MeV , the resulting bunch of N e 1 10 8 electrons with energy E 10 MeV is characterized by a remarkably good quality and has an energy spread E=E 5%, transverse and longitudinal size y 1 m, z 5 m, respectively, and emittances tr rms 9 10 ÿ2 mm mrad, lon rms 2 mm keV. We stress here that such high-quality beams are ideal for a wide range of applications, including the injection of electrons in a LINAC accelerator for the production of high energy beams (e.g., in free-electron laser (FEL) experiments which require very low emittances [6] ) and the production of ultrashort pulses of x rays with linear and nonlinear Thomson backscattering [12] . 
